Supplementary information
The following materials are available in the online version of this article. Table S1 . Lipidomics data. Figure S5 . Venn diagrams of heat-responsive genes annotated to be involved in glycerolipid metabolism. Microarray data were obtained from 6 conditions, Control08hr, Control24hr, Heat08hr, Heat24hr, Recovery08hr and Recovery24hr. After normalization and filtering, the expression of genes annotated to be involved in glycerolipid metabolism was analysed. Four sets of fold-changes were calculated as Heat08hr/Control08hr, Heat24hr/Control24hr, Recovery08hr/Control08hr and Recovery24hr/Control24hr. Genes with significant changes in expression (t-test and Benjamini-Hochberg FDR, p < 0.05, N = 3, 6, or 9) among the analysed genes were selected. Venn diagrams show overlapped probe sets of (a) genes upregulated > 1.5-fold, and (b) genes downregulated < 0.5-fold. Figure S6 . The expression of known transcription factor genes involved in abiotic stress response in Arabidopsis. Genes with significantly increased > 2.0-fold (red) and decreased < 0.5-fold (blue) expression are shown (t-test and Benjamini-Hochberg FDR, p < 0.05, N = 3, 6, or 9, among the whole probe sets). Further information is available in Supplementary Table S3. 
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